
INTRODUCTION

In 1993 the world’s first digital colour printing press

was launched called Indigo. Overnight it triggered a

transformation in the printing world. The customers were

able to choose short-run, personalised, high quality print

straight from desktop. The name of the printing press
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ABSTRACT

Today, fashion conscious clientele is demanding fabrics with innovative colour combinations, styles, designs and

looks. While dealing with such customization demands, there has been a limitation to attend the entire mass market

using traditional printing methods. These limitations have led to the invention of technologies like machine screen

printing and roller printing. Recently, with the advent of computer aided designing (CAD), Digital Textile Printing

(DTP) is being introduced to the fashion  world in as the most advanced technology of printing till date. In simple

words, when digital images are reproduced on physical surface, it is called digital printing. Digital textile printing is the

process of adding colourful designs to a variety of fabric by using digital inkjet technology. Digital printing was

patented in 1968 and got popularized in the 1990s. With the creation of more affordable digital printers in the last thirty

years, it has opened up many new options for textile designers and artists. Digital Printing profits over the conventional

printing. The former provides noteworthy benefits like quick turn-around and efficient set-up. Brightness and sharpness

in designs can be brought up, along with vast range of colour variations. The main benefits of digital fabric printing

includes, colour application using latest printers and software using photographic and tonal graphics shapes. Millions

of Photoshop colours can be printed on the fabric according to the desired colour combinations. Fine printing is

available with the latest development of inks as well as colour management software. This printing tends to be more

expensive than traditional textile dyeing, but it can be used to create custom textiles, is eco-friendly, and provides the

capability to print detailed designs in brilliant colours. This process allows for single pieces, mid to small-run cycle

production and even long-runs as an alternative option to screen printed fabric. It has opened the doors for numerous

prospects to enhance the quality and maintain the growing demands of textile printing. This reduces 95% the use of

water, 75% the use of energy, and minimizing textile waste. Another advantage of digital printing is its ability to do very

small runs of each design. It also allows for on-demand printing with modification of the image (variable data) used for

each impression. The savings in labour and the ever-increasing capability of digital press is reaching the point where

it can match or supersede the traditional one. Digital printing is a flexible tool and a key acceptable to the vision of mass

customization. It permits the user to evade the screen making process, offering the chance for quick changes in colour

or design before actual printing.
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series comes from a company formed by Benny Landa

in 1977 to develop the world’s fastest photocopier. Landa

later discovered that the ink developed for the photocopier,

called ElectroInk, could also be used in printers.

ElectroInk uses small colour particles suspended in

imaging oil called Isopar that can be attracted or repelled

by a voltage differential. The ink forms a thin and smooth
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plastic layer on the paper surface. The physical surface

can be in form of paper, cloth or plastic film. In digital

textile printing, once the design is created, it can be directly

printed on the fabric from the computer. This process

does not require any other step. Just as an image is printed

on the paper easily, one can print designs on fabric. To

print the designs on the fabric digitally, a dye-sublimation

printer is used, which carries out the printing process by

using heat to transfer design onto the fabric. In digital

printing, it is necessary to pre-treat the fabric. This will

ensure that the fabric holds the ink well, and a variety of

colours can be attained through the pre-treatment process.

From digital textile printing technology we can have latest

innovative and creative designs like concept of shadow,

shimmering, vibration, reflection, moire, optical, translucent,

netting, blurring, layering, superimposing.

Today, the printing technology developed so

tremendously and became so eco-friendly, user-friendly

that, even designers can make its products without taking

help from textile designers. Digital printing is a new

paradigm for the industry. It provides more choices,

features and flexibility than older methods such as offset

or flexographic printing. One of the most important

benefits of digital printing is the high-quality finish. In

fact, technology has come a long way which means one

can get great quality for the money even if one has to

print small runs. In fact, the process is more effective

for medium and shorter print runs. Since past few years,

digital print textile is weaving a new style statement. With

fresh, chic and modern designs, it is appealing the young

urban a lot. It is funky yet looks very sophisticated. Digital

textile printing is a flexible tool and a key acceptable to

the vision of mass customization. The minimal set-up

requirements help speed up the entire process. Keeping

the aforesaid advantages in view, the researcher attempts

to study the digital textile printing with the following aims

and objectives.

Objectives:

– To study the technology and raw materials used

in digital textile printing

– To study the design units working on digital textile

printing in Amritsar

– To design apparels for teenage girls using digital

textile printing

METHODOLOGY

The present study is conducted to explore the

methods used in digital textile printing and create

innovative designs. A systematic method was followed

to achieve the objectives of the study.

Locale of the study:

The study was done in the Amritsar city of Punjab.

This place is renowned for its timeless grace and its

delicacy of the traditional as well as modern outfits.

Research design:

Descriptive and experimental research design was

followed to design the research study. The respondents

were teenage girls from school and in the age group of

14-19 years.

Searching literary text:

Literature regarding the information of the study was

collected from internet. Previous researches and related

research papers were searched out to collect the relevant

data.

Fabric selection:

– Market survey was done to collect the fabric

swatches for designing the outer wears.

– Designs were printed on variation of fabrics for

two fold purpose- firstly to check quality of print, secondly

to check colour fastness on washing. Finally silk fabric

was selected as it showed the best results.

Design Development:

With the assistance of a textile designer, apparels

were designed using Richpiece Fashion CAD. Motifs

for Digital Textile printing were modified using Adobe

Photoshop. These motifs were inspired from nature. Ten

apparels in all were designed .

Collection of data:

The data was collected through interview cum

questionnaire schedule.

Ranking of samples:

Interview cum ranking method was used for the

sample selection. Samples were ranked by the

respondents and conclusions were drawn.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Preference of the fabric according to season:

The respondents were asked about the fabric
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preferred apparel during summer and winters.

For summer:

Data in Table 1 shows their preference of fabric

for summer season. It is observed that more than 45 per

cent respondents prefer cotton fabric, while around 34

per cent of the respondents like to wear apparels made

of soft denim. Nearly 10.00 per cent respondents reveal

their preference for Khadi dresses, around 7 per cent

like silk and rest like to wear linen for summer.

Choice of Length of outer wear:

The respondents were asked about their choice

regarding the length of the outer wear. The survey

revealed that 46.66 per cent respondents prefer waist

length, 36.66 per cent like to wear knee length outer

wears. Only 16.66 per cent like thigh length apparels.

Motif preferred by the respondent for Digital

Textile Printing:

Before creating the designs, the preference of the

respondents regarding the choice of motifs for digital

printing was taken under consideration. It has been found

that the 60.67 per cent of the respondents prefer floral

motifs for digital textile printing, 20.5 per cent respondents

like abstract motifs, 15.5 per cent of the respondents like

traditional motifs, only 3.33 like geometrical motifs (Fig.

1). Thus the majority of the respondents like to get floral

motifs printed.

Table 1 : Showing Preference of the fabric according to 

summer season 

Preference of fabric Number of 

Respondent 

Percentage 

For summer   

Cotton 14 46.66 

Soft denim 10 33.38 

Silk 2 6.66 

Khadi 3 10.00 

Linen 1 3.33 

Total 30 100 

 

For winters :

The data shows that the 66.66 per cent respondents

like to wear woolen fabric in winters (Table 2). Few

respondents 26.66 per cent like to wear leather, and very

few respondents prefer to wear denim (6.68 %).

Table 2 : Showing Preference of the fabric according to 

winter season 

For Winter Number of 

Respondent 

Percentage 

Woolen 20 66.66 

Synthetic 5 16.66 

Leather 3 10.00 

Denim 2 6.68 

Total 30 100 

 

Preference for type of construction:

The data presents the preference of the respondents

for the type of construction (Table 2). The data reveals

that 66 per cent of the respondents prefer to wear both

readymade garment and tailor- made garments, 30 per

cent like only readymade garments and 10 per cent like

to wear only tailor- made or customized garments. So

the data shows most of the respondents prefer readymade

and tailor-made garment both.

Table 3 : Showing preferences for background colour 

Background 

Colour 

No. of Respondents Percentage 

Off-white 12 40.00 

Gray 8 26.67 

White 7 23.33 

Beige 3 10.00 

Total 30 100 

 

Choice of background colour:

Since light background is used for digital textile

printing therefore the preference of only neutral colours

and light shades was asked from the respondents.

The data in Table 3, shows that 40 per cent of the

respondents prefer off-white colour, 26.67 per cent like

gray colour, 23.33 per cent of the respondents prefer

white colour and 10 per cent like beige colour to be used

as background.
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Fig. 1 : Showing Preference of Motif for Digital Textile

Printing
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Ranking of the developed designs:

The data in (Fig. 2) reveals that the ranking was

done through numbering of the designing sheets that was

done by ten the particular respondents. Ranks were

converted and presented into marks. The first ranked

design got 10 marks from the respondent, the second

ranked design got 9 marks and third ranked design got 8

marks from the respondent and so on. It was observed

from the data, design number-7 got highest marks from

the respondents.

Fig. 2 : Showing ranking of the developed designs

The data in Table 4 shows the reason cited by the

respondents for giving the highest marks to design no.7,

80 per cent respondents like this design because of its

motif, colour combination, 10 per cent respondents gave

the highest marks because of its motif and 10 per cent

gave highest marks because of its design. Design no. 1,

9 and 4 got second rank because of their motifs and design

no. 3, 5 and 8 got third rank because of their colour and

placement (Plate 1) (Bowles, 2012; Harris, 1993, Kight,

2011 and Roche 1994).

Platt 1 : Developed designs
Contd... Plate 1
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Table 4 : Showing reasons for giving highest marks to the 

selected designs 

Reason for giving highest 

marks 

No. of 

Respondents 

Percentage 

Good  Design 1 10 

Good colour combination 1 10 

Good colour combination, 

Design and placement 

8 80 

Total 10 100 
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